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News from the Headteacher
Most of you will have heard that the Building Schools for the Future Scheme
has been cancelled which, unfortunately, means that we will no longer be
getting a brand new school building. We are all very disappointed by this, but
the Leadership Team and the Governors will be meeting with Local Authority
Officers and Councillors as soon as the Government Grant for Capital Building
Programmes has been clarified to see if there are ways in which our current
building can be further improved!
Goodbye and Good Luck to 10 of our Post 16 pupils- Tarran, David, Arwa,
Kemal, Stephen, Daniel, Natalie, Liam, Nicole and Sammy, PJ and to Sam and
Joe from Year 11 who are all moving on to Colleges of Further Education.
We also have to say goodbye to Thomas in S5 and Ade from S3 who are moving to new schools in September. We wish all of them the very best for the future and hope that they will all stay in touch with us!
Finally can I take this opportunity to thank all of you for your continued support over the year. I hope you all have a wonderful summer and we look forward to seeing all of the pupils again on 6th September!

Lynda Walker
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From the classes.
Anyone trying to track down L2 last week would have had a job on their hands, as the
class ran around London taking part in an assortment of extra-curricular activities. We
saw lions, gorillas and butterflies at London Zoo, took a flight in a Tornado fighter jet
simulator at the RAF museum and gained access to Hendon Central Police Command
through air-locked security pods.
The police showed the class where 999 calls are received and handled, how to wear a
Met vest and how to find out where police cars are on a giant map.

S8 had a fantastic time on their residential
trip. We tried lots of new things in PGL
and had lots and lots of FUN!!!!

S6 have had a great last week in Year 11. We
have been bowling, went to the cinema, had
a swim and enjoyed a yummy lunch at Pizza
Hut. We wish all the year 11’s god luck in
the 6th Form next year.

S1 went to Cherry Tree Woods Park on
Wednesday. We enjoyed a selection of
goods from their Coffee Shop and we
played on the equipment, which has no
age restrictions! It was a very good trip.
Fun was had by all.
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